
TREASURE COAST WEATHER NETWORK 

SUNDAY EVENING NET PREAMBLE 

 

This net is an informal net used to gather current weather data, passing of announcements, general weather 

related training and discussions. Net protocol is as follows: 

 

Calling the Treasure Coast Weather Net 

Calling the Treasure Coast Weather Net 

Calling the Treasure Coast Weather Net 

 

This is CALL SIGN (IE KA1VRF) then phonetically 

 

Name is __________(Wayne), your net control operator for this weeks session of the Treasure Coast 

Weather Net. 

 

Should anyone need this repeater for any priority or emergency traffic during the net, please contact net 

control. 

 

I wish to welcome anyone within the range of this repeater to check into this week’s session of the Treasure 

Coast Weather net. 

 

The purpose of the Treasure Coast Weather Net is to get us all accustom in gathering current weather data 

and relaying this data to net control for recording. In the case of an actual weather event or emergency the 

Treasure Coast Skywarn Net will be activated for the purpose of gathering and relaying actual weather 

information to the National Weather Service or other appropriate agency. 

 

You do not need to have sophisticated weather equipment to participate in the nets. In fact when an actual 

weather event does occur, your eyes and ears will be the most important equipment needed. 

 

When called upon after the initial check in, please give your information in the following order: 

 Spotter Number 

 Location 

 Current temperature and high and low for the day if you have it 

 Barometer Reading if you have such instrument 

 Sky Condition 

 Wind speed and direction (actual or estimated) 

 Precipitation, if any 

I will now accept check ins into this week’s session of the Treasure Coast Weather Net, Please give your 

callsign and name. 

 

Are there any Relays? 

Are there any announcements? 

Go through the list of check ins and log their reports…. Echo the report back to them for accuracy. 

 

Ask for check ins repeatedly as well as ID’ng that this is the TCWN. 

 

When all data has been reported and logged open the net up for any discussions. 

 

Does anybody have anything for the good of the net? 

 

This concludes this week’s session of the Treasure Coast Weather Net. I’d like to thank everyone that had 

checked in this evening, we had ____ checked into this evenings net. I would also like to thank the St Lucie 

Repeater Association for the use of this repeater for this evening net and will now return this repeater back 

to normal amateur use.  73 and see you again next Sunday evening if not before. 

This is Callsign clear. 


